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i simply cannot do justice to all representatives of these two rather broad historiographical and sociological currents. secondly, the following discussion is biased insofar as i take the perspective of historical sociology and general sociology. so my view of social history is probably more critical than it would be if i had looked from the other side, namely from the perspective of social history. Having stated this, however, it should become quite obvious later on that praising general and historical sociology and bashing social history is not my aim. Thirdly, i do not intend to compete with Jürgen osterhammel who several years ago published an enormously rich article which carries more or less the same title as my essay (2006) . 1 in this text, published in german, osterhammel made many good points so that i can hardly find anything in his arguments that i would like to criticize, especially because in the fields of social history and historical sociology little has been published since then that would require a radical rewriting of osterhammel's account. in order to pursue a somewhat independent reasoning i therefore must take a different road than the one chosen by osterhammel.
This brings me to a short outline of the general direction of my essay. after having analyzed the difficulties that prevented early german social history from understanding the theoretically innovative aspects of historical sociology (i), i will focus on shortcomings and problems of historical sociology that have come to the fore in the last two decades and that have turned out to be rather similar to the ones social history had faced a couple of years earlier (ii). Finally, i will discuss how current attempts to get out of these dead ends are to be judged, i.e. whether currently suggested theoretical moves are really promising (iii).
I.
Wehler's reference to the works of Barrington Moore and Theda skocpol, quoted above, will help me to structure the first part of my paper since it really highlights many of the hidden difficulties german social historians (but probably not only german ones) had in understanding the works of these two outstanding figures of anglo-american historical sociology and their students. at the same time a focus on Moore's oeuvre will be the starting point of the second part of my paper, which will describe historical sociology's misunderstanding of its own project.
Wehler's claim that Moore's Social Origins was too narrowly conceptualized will not be addressed here although it is certainly interesting that -as chris lorenz has correctly pointed out [2004: 122] -Wehler himself, at least with respect to his book on the The german empire, 1871-1918, used some of Moore's central theses to back his forceful defence of a german "sonderweg" (exceptionalism) [Wehler 1985 [Wehler (1973 ]. But Wehler's quote is from the year 2000, The german empire was written long before that, and in the meantime Wehler probably changed his theoretical position anyway. so it might really not be worth discussing this point here. it is more interesting to ask in which way german social historians in general referred to Barrington Moore and his oeuvre. and here at least three points are important insofar as they illuminate why the relationship between social history and historical sociology never was an entirely happy one -but also why the relationship of historical sociology to its own potentials and promises had become increasingly problematic (this will be discussed in the next section).
1. it is striking that even in the year 2000 Wehler, without much ado (but here he is not alone), labels Barrington Moore a kind of modernization theorist. of course, Wehler refers to rather different types of "modernization theory", and he knows quite well the differences between parsons, Bendix, gerschenkron, north, and Moore. But he finds it altogether enormously difficult to imagine that anyone (apart from famous exceptions, of course) could be outside of the modernization paradigm at all, so that he even characterizes Marx as a representative of a "special kind of an optimistic, progressive, eurocentric modernization theory" [Wehler 2000: 217] . now, one simply cannot deny that glimpses of enlightenment thought are to be found in many theoretical approaches of the social sciences; but this alone is certainly no justification for labelling all of them "modernization theories". ignoring this fact had already led to paradoxical consequences in Wehler's own oeuvre: in one of his early theoretical books, in his Modernisierungstheorie und Geschichte (1975) , modernization theory was at the same time devastatingly criticized and -if it could only be somehow revised -declared a useful paradigm [Wehler 1975] . This obviously has not changed since then! and that is the reason why Wehler cannot or will not see that historical sociology as developed by many students and admirers of Barrington Moore was basically a fundamental critique of modernization theory. While seymour Martin lipset, reinhard Bendix, and shmuel eisenstadt, representatives of the later so-called "first wave" 2 of historical sociology, actually saw themselves as somewhat heterodox modernization theorists -lipset probably more than Bendix and especially eisenstadt -, this is certainly not true with respect to Moore and his followers. They simply revolted against the historical amnesia of "grand theories". as Theda skocpol put it, in their intellectual circle it had been all about massively reformulating "traditional macro-sociological ideas about the structures and processes of social change " [1987: 19ff.] , which meant that one had to criticize Marxism, but also the "impersonal universals of functionalist modernization theory" [1987: 20] . 3 in this respect it seems to me that Wehler's view of historical sociology was and is overly restricted since he failed and still fails to recognize its innovative momentum by subsuming far too much of it under modified versions of modernization theory.
2. Wehler certainly was not the only one who had enormous difficulties in understanding adequately the work of Barrington Moore; and here Moore's later works come into play. symptomatic was the reception of his next major book, namely Injustice. The Social Bases of Obedience and Revolt published in 1978. Using mainly the example of the german working class in the period between 1848 and 1920, Moore raised the general question of what makes people revolt against existing social conditions. in his answer he particularly pointed to the phenomenon of "moral anger" / "moral outrage" and the "sense of injustice" and thus tried to focus on emotions in order to understand rebellions and revolutions [1978: 5] . There are many good reasons to criticize several of the arguments that Moore offered. and, indeed, critics quickly came to the fore to make their points. in retrospect, however, it is simply striking that social historians (although this also applies to the majority of
historical sociologists!) completely ignored the decisive twist of Moore's book. in 1980, in a "special issue on social History", the journal Theory and Society published several review essays on Moore's injustice, including those of eminent (social) historians such as James J. sheehan and klaus tenfelde. tenfelde's fair and very positive review primarily focused on the question whether Moore's historical reconstruction of the behaviour of german workers is consistent at all; in a more theoretical fashion tenfelde then criticized Moore for anthropologizing "too much, for assuming an unchanging human nature, and for marginalizing the social conditions of workers revolts resulting from the process of industrialization" [1980: 744] . The most innovative aspect of Moore's book, however, namely the topic of "moral outrage" and thus the relationship between morality, emotion, and action, is not really discussed. -James sheehan, not a social historian in the classical sense, but an eminent representative of a sociologically informed historiography, not only ignored the potential of Moore's book, he even offered rather odd solutions to the problems Moore had raised. and, symptomatically, they went exactly in the opposite direction to the ones Moore had thought of: sheehan criticized Moore for being silent on the topic of culture and of not being able to connect to the voluminous literature on "revolts", i.e. to the works of chalmers Johnson, charles tilly, and ted r. gurr [Sheehan 1980: 729] . sheehan's last point is rather grotesque insofar as at least gurr's concept of "relative deprivation" has to do with everything but culture, and certainly not with any serious engagement with questions of morality and emotion! and it is also doubtful whether readers of Johnson or tilly could have found anything which resembles ideas concerning those connections between morality and emotions Moore had in mind when writing the book. The reception of Moore's work, here illuminated by using the example of reviews by tenfelde and sheehan, indicates a significant reticence of early social history about questions that are outside the interpretative framework of rational action or of action along (class) interests. if i see it correctly, Moore's ideas were more welcome within social theory where at least from the 1990s onwards the concept of "recognition" had a huge impact [Honneth 1995: 167ff.; cf. also Terpe 2009] . social historians, in contrast, mostly ignored Moore; when they focussed on morals and phenomena such as honour at all (and this took place pretty late anyway), they rather looked to the works of e. p Thompson and pierre Bourdieu [cf. Grießinger 1981; Wirtz 1981; Frevert 1995] . But more on that later! 3. also interesting is the reception of one of Moore's last major works, Privacy [1984] , which carries the remarkable subtitle Studies in Social and Cultural History. as it was often noted, this is a strange book allowing many different readings, a book on the private sphere in classical athens, in ancient israel, and in the ancient chinese empire during approximately the fourth century Bc. i do not know whether this work published in 1984 was ever taken note of within social history; the period it covers was certainly not at the centre of interest of most social historians. Thus, my guess would be that the reception of Privacy within social history was not so different from the one within historical sociology: not really euphoric -to put it mildly! in retrospect, however, this is symptomatic because -and this would be my interpretation -Moore very early asked a question that quickly began to move into the focus not only of social theory [Joas 1996: 223-244 ] but also of conceptual history, namely the one of alternative forms of differentiation between different (value) spheres, among them the realm of the private and the public: it increasingly became clear that differentiation processes do not follow a kind of developmental logic; on the contrary, they are historically contingent and contested! and if so, then the results of such a contest are hardly to be known in advance and certainly not stable over time. Moore's early insight was rarely taken seriously within social history. Just think about Wehler's introduction [1987: 6ff.] to the first volume of his deutsche Gesellschaftsgeschichte, where he -by recourse to a peculiar reading of Max Weber's writings and Jürgen Habermas's interpretation of them -claimed the seemingly self-evident form of differentiation between the spheres of the economy, politics (domination), and culture. in contrast to such an almost axiomatic proceeding, Moore's attempt to historicize forms of differentiation is extraordinarily instructive and innovative. and it is exactly this interesting step that should prevent both sociologists and historians from exclusively referring to Moore's Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy: There are simply more interesting arguments to be detected in Moore's oeuvre than just the ones he had offered in 1966 -a point i will come back to soon.
Before that, however, more has to be said about another central figure within historical sociology: Theda skocpol who -at least according to Wehler's interpretation -further narrowed the already too narrow approach of Barrington Moore.
Theda skocpol's States and Social Revolutions [1979] was a comparative study of successful (and failed) social revolutions in France, russia, china, germany, Japan, and england which in the 1980s became one of the major starting points for the rapidly progressing institutionalization of historical sociology in the Us and great Britain. in fact, the central argument of this hugely influential study was probably irritating to almost all historians, even if especially social historians should have been capable of a more sympathetic reading. skocpol, a student of Moore, in this book suggested a strictly structural-theoretical explanation of the events of, for example, 1789 in France or 1917 in russia, so that real actors such as robespierre or lenin hardly played a role in her narrative. it was her explicit aim to demonstrate that an inter-state dynamic in particular imperial contexts led to uncontrollable developments and thus to social revolutions in France, russia and china whereas (successful) revolutions in germany, Japan, and england failed to materialize due to the fact that certain preconditions were missing there.
Wehler probably referred to this extreme structural determinism when he called skocpol's approach "abstruse" as in the quotation cited above. and to be sure, for this very reason skocpol's account has been heavily and justly criticized both by historians and historical sociologists. 4 it is noteworthy, however, that Wehler does not at all want to acknowledge or to understand why, despite its weaknesses, this book became so important within historical sociology at all. and there is probably a reason for Wehler's stubbornness, because if he had taken skocpol's insights seriously, many of the theoretical assumptions shared by him and the social historians would have been massively undermined. Four points seem worth mentioning here:
1. it was no coincidence that skocpol in her explanatory model of social revolutions quoted more often otto Hintze than Max Weber. The reason for this move is probably not difficult to understand: Weber, at least within american post-world war ii-sociology and due to the enormous influence of talcott parsons and his students, has for a long time been seen as a sort of modernization theorist. even today american sociologists sometimes characterize Weber in such a way, an interpretation supported by Hans-Ulrich Wehler. 5 Hintze, however, is a figure hardly in danger of being associated with modernization theory. and this is exactly the reason why skocpol, in her attempt to free herself of assumptions close to modernization theory, referred more to Hintze than to Weber. since her explanatory model of social revolutions particularly emphasized the role of international entanglements and of wars, Hintze -at least at the time when skocpol wrote her bookwas a less problematic source. Here one could make the very pointed argument that it was only in the aftermath of the Hintze reception within Us-american sociology, so forcefully propagated by skocpol, that Weber was discovered as a theorist of domination and power (Herrschaft) sociology [cf. Collins 1986] ! it is irritating that this was apparently not seen by german social historians. irritating because these very historians had always admired Hintze's comparative perspective on european history. no wonder, therefore, that Jürgen kocka 's [1972; 1981] essays on Hintze are among the best that have been written about this remarkable prussian historian. However -and this is important -representatives of the Bielefeld school of social history always understood Hintze primarily as a theorist of bureaucracy [Page 1990 ] and less as an author who saw war and military conflict as central to the analysis of social processes. precisely the latter, however, was particularly important to skocpol and to historical sociology in general, and precisely this the german social historians didn't want to see. This leads directly to the next point.
2. Wehler obviously also overlooked that in using Hintzean arguments, skocpol explicitly extended Moore's approach because Hintze's work served her well to emphasize the (so far neglected) role of the state and inter-state-violence in the development of modern societies. referring to Hintze made it possible to leave the orbit of Marxian class theory that still played a huge role (although in a heterodox manner) 6 even in Moore's Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy. Much of the "Bringing the state Back in"-movement [Evan, Rueschemeyer, Skocpol 1985] which since the 1980s heavily influenced macro-sociology in the Us and great Britain, was based on skocpol's (and Hintze's) work; this was of course a movement, which not only rebelled against Marxist class theory but also against "bourgeois" modernization theory. authors within this movement tried to demonstrate the autonomy of the state by pointing to the (often warlike) logic of the international state system which guaranteed state actors at least some autonomy. By bringing interstate violence back in, however, these authors automatically also criticized the assumption that there is a somehow smooth and peaceful pattern of societal development, that societal development is something that could be analyzed without taking into consideration the conflict-ridden (extra-societal) character of state-systems and its often devastating consequences.
3. The intense focus on foreign policy in general and military matters in particular also made it clear that historical sociology was not really interested in "sonderweg"-debates 5 it is remarkable that both modernization theorists and postcolonials label Weber in the same way -although the label "modernization theorist" then has opposite normative connotations. in this context one should perhaps ask whether this has more to do with Weber's oeuvre or with the current struggle for distinction within the social sciences. That Weber has become a kind of persona non grata within postcolonial studies can certainly not exclusively be explained by Weber's arguments but by the fact that modernization theorists always have used Weber as a reference point and thus came under fire from a theory that from its very beginnings has been rather critical of assumptions so dear to modernization theory. 6 cf. skocpol's early criticism of her teacher reprinted in skocpol [1994b (1973) ].
(debates on national exceptionalisms), especially not in discussions of the german "sonderweg". relevant authors in this sub-discipline found it more interesting to analyze the violent origins of basically all Western societies, a focus that was obviously not in the centre of early social history. 7 4. Wehler also overlooked or did not want to see that stressing the importance of military and foreign policy matters also heavily undermined the concept of (an isolated) "society", something so dear to historians from Bielefeld ("gesellschaftsgeschichte"!). Whereas in the mid-1980s neither german social history nor german sociology (apart from the works of Friedrich tenbruck [1981 and 1994] ) 8 attempted a systematic critique of the concept of society, authors who followed skocpol's pioneering work [Skocpol 1987: 23] -particularly anthony giddens [1985] and Michael Mann [1986; 1993; 2012] in great Britain -at that time tried hard to get rid of this term. since these authors argued that distinct and isolated macro-entities such as those "national societies" hardly ever existed, they also distanced themselves from any idea of an endogenous "social evolution", 9 a way of thinking rather popular in at least some accounts influenced by modernization theory. if it is true that -as William H. sewell [2005: 325] claims with reference to keith Bakersince the enlightenment the problem of social order has been addressed via the concept of society and not via religion any longer; then, if it is obvious that the concept of "society" was invented in a peculiar historical context, it is amazing how little effort social historians have made in order to historicize this concept.
summarizing especially these last four points, one has to state that the reception of historical sociology by german social history was indeed problematic insofar as especially historical sociology's innovative aspects were simply not seen. However -and this points to the second part of this paper -skocpol's theoretical arguments and the ones used by many of her students or followers (the paradigmatic core of the sometimes so-called "second wave" of historical sociology), soon turned out to be problematic as well and this in a way which, strangely enough, was similar to the situation within social history.
II.
it was above all skocpol's States and Social Revolutions which in the late 1970s and early 1980s became the starting point for the formation of the -here one could loosely use the language of Thomas s. kuhn -paradigmatic core of the new historical sociology (the sometimes so-called "second wave"), a current in which (next to skocpol) especially american and British authors such as charles tilly, dietrich rueschemeyer, peter evans, randall collins, Jack goldstone, James Mahoney and anthony giddens (at least for a short time), John a. Hall, Michael Mann occupied central positions. if one wants to characterize this core with bold strokes and without fear of simplifications, one could argue that the 7 see Ziemann [2003: 22f.] . Within german sociology this was hardly ever recognized -with exceptions, however: see above all Joas [2003] . 8 in France a differently motivated critique was articulated by touraine [1981] . 9 Here one would have to distinguish between different theoretical concepts of social change; whereas giddens' criticism of any form of evolutionism was certainly to be called radical insofar as he saw only "episodical history" as theoretically valid [cf. Giddens 1984: 227-280 ], Mann assumed a kind of continuous development and drift of the sources of power, even though that had nothing to do with societal evolution.
mostly comparative works of these authors usually thematized the relationship between states and capitalism, a rather broad focus that was developed through studies of seven clearly recognizable thematic topics: a) the formation of social classes and the resulting change of forms of protest, particularly in europe and in the U.s. [Tilly, Tilly, Tilly 1975; Tilly 1986] , b) the variety of state formation in these parts of the world, 10 c) the emergence of peculiar types of welfare states in the Western world, 11 d) the conditions of the emergence of democracy and parliamentarianism [Rueschemeyer, Huber Stephens, Stephens 1992; Downing 1992; Ertman 1997; Collier 1999 ], e) the causes and structure of social revolutions, 12 f) the relationship between states and imperial structures on the one side and economic development on the other [Evans 1995; Davis 2004; Lange, Rueschemeyer 2005; Lange 2009; Mahoney 2010] , and g) the so-called rise of the West [Hall 1985; Mann 1986] . analyzing the theoretical structure of these studies one could claim that they all are based on assumptions close to something that might be called "organizational realism and materialism". 13 Theoretical arguments used were "organisationally realistic" because it was taken for granted that identifiable collective entities (such as social classes, states etc.) simply do exist. These social units were then analyzed in their mutual interactions in order to create typologies of constellations that would allow the formulation of rather general statements concerning the direction of processes of social change. But the theoretical arguments used could also be called "organisationally materialistic" because entities like classes or states were primarily analyzed with respect to their organizational structure since it was assumed that it is the structure and resources of these entities that matter, that structures and resources determine the way collective units act. This point is certainly similar to the one at the centre of the debate between cultural and social historians and it is probably fair to say that historical sociologists of this "second wave" basically argued in line with social historians: they too were not really interested in cultural processes that define the boundaries of social entities. taken for granted was their stability, not their fluidity, because otherwise the belief in the self-evident existence of such entities and thus their usability with respect to model-building could have been questioned. such a theoretically justified "organizational realism and materialism" probably became so dear to historical sociology for methodological reasons as well. in this context one must not forget that skocpol's States and Social Revolutions had also triggered a huge debate on the peculiarities of the comparative method: referring to John stuart Mill's remarks on the "method of difference" and the "method of agreement", skocpol had quite explicitly made systematic and perhaps even formalized comparisons the hallmark of historical sociology. doing so, some theoretical assumptions were already self-evident: if a comparative design aims to eliminate potential causal factors by pointing to differences and similarities in the cases compared, then one implicitly has to accept that these factors are indeed discrete and rather stable units in all the cases investigated. if this is so, then the task of the researcher is not primarily to analyze what a state, a social class etc. is or could be in the minds of social actors. 14 it is the investigator alone who defines certain variables, i.e. s/he is the one who claims that a state is weak or strong, that a labour movement is either radical or reformist, that a national economy is more defined by the predominance of its industrial sector or the dominance of large estates etc. loosely formulated it could be said that historical sociologists of this "second wave" discussed the existence/non-existence of variables rather than their historical and cultural context. Thus the objects of comparative studies were already prefigured by the method of systematic comparison so intensely used within historical sociology. i shall come back to the problems associated with such an approach a little later, but first let's have a brief evaluation of the theoretical and methodological achievements of this "second wave" of historical sociology. Three points seem to me particularly worth highlighting here:
1. There can be no doubt that in the aftermath of skocpol's book on States and Social Revolutions comparative methods were more seriously discussed than ever before. The niveau of reflexivity has never been higher -just look at the technically highly sophisticated work of charles ragin [1987; 2000] . and as an aside: Because social historians have quickly caught up with historical sociologists and because they have also dealt extensively with questions of cultural transfer [Kaelble/Schriewer 2003] (a problem difficult to handle in a comparative design), there seems to be not much left of a methodological difference between social history and this "second wave" of historical sociology.
2. Undoubtedly to be praised are the achievements in connection with research on the state. The initially rather loose talk of the "autonomy of the state" is no longer en vogue since in the meantime, for example, Michael Mann's distinction between the despotic and infrastructural power of the state has been demonstrated as being extremely fruitful [Soifer 2008; Soifer/vom Hau 2008] . state administrations are now among the best analyzed themes of historical sociology. and it should be noted that historical sociologists didn't shy away from searching for the roots of modern states even in the days of medieval europe. The picture of political "modernity" (if one wants to use that term) drawn by historical sociologists has little in common with the nice one painted by classical modernization theory some decades ago since historical sociologists very much -and for good reasons -emphasized the violence-prone character of state-induced processes. and Mann's comments on the peculiarities of infrastructural power certainly have had -albeit in a transformed form -an at least indirect impact on german social history too if one just thinks of the work of dirk van laak [2001; 2004; 2008] .
3. The dissolution of the concept of "society" so forcefully promoted by Michael Mann and others has been widely accepted within historical sociology; it is now more or less common sense that the nation-state of the long 19th and early 20th century had a unique morphology; therefore it is simply not plausible any longer to regard the shape of its "society" typical for macro-units per se. criticism of the concept of "society" has also been accepted relatively quickly because by doing so it was possible to challenge the 14 an early attempt in this direction is to be found within French sociology, cf. Boltanski [1982] . often unsubstantiated talk of "globalization" and/or "global society". drawing on Michael Mann's distinction between different sources of social power [cf., for example, Weiss 1998 ] allowed to ask questions such as: are cultural networks really as global as political ones, economic networks as far-reaching as military ones? and above all, do all four sources of social power have the same effect on social change?
Besides these (in my view) indisputable gains that have resulted from the theoretical and methodological approach of historical sociology's "second wave", the losses should not be ignored, however -losses highlighted at an early stage by at least some authors who somehow have always stood at the edge of this paradigmatic core of historical sociology (such as William H. sewell, craig calhoun, and andrew abbott 15 ). since these losses (and problems) resemble those of (german) social history, i will deal with them at some length. Based on this discussion i will then use somewhat different arguments than the ones brought forward by social historians (such as Thomas Welskopp or Benjamin Ziemann) in order to criticize their own sub-discipline.
1. already in 1996 craig calhoun pointed out that historical sociology's focus on the comparative method has led to a neglect of more substantive and thematic issues. Historical sociology -sitting on the fence between history and sociology -has tried to improve its standing within general sociology by above all demonstrating its methodological skills. as a consequence, as calhoun [1996: 327] claims in a convincing but also somewhat vague manner, substantial "matters of culture and meaningful social action" had been more or less neglected. i believe one should argue more precisely here, especially since one can build upon my previous remarks on the consequences of the use of the comparative method: Historical sociology's "organizational materialism" with its focus on structures and resources also meant that it was above all and often exclusively interested in examining how actors (in organizing social movements, in running the state apparatus, etc.) most appropriately and rationally used the resources available to them in order to achieve their goals. a purposive-rational model of action dominated because historical sociologists primarily interpreted the constellations between different collective actors as a struggle of (rational) interests. it was not so much about cultural content, it was not about world views, it was not about different definitions of the situation by different actors, and it was not about emotions of actors in these very situations (just think here again of Moore's widely misunderstood book on Injustice!): Far more weight was given to the resource-based agency and penetrating power of organizations. 16 The mainstream stance was -as underlined most recently by dietrich rueschemeyer [2009: 38] 17 -an at best extended rational choice approach, an approach that seemed especially plausible because a supposedly universal model of action allowed to stick to the aim of formulating general statements.
2. in contrast to german social history, which since the 1980s has apparently lost interest in analyzing revolutions [Osterhammel 2006: 94] , the "second wave" of historical sociology as promoted by skocpol and others, has enormously enlarged our knowledge about revolutionary outcomes. so much work has been done on revolutions that it is probably not wrong to claim that no other topic has been more systematically researched within historical sociology. i do emphasize this because the early focus on "revolutions" would have offered the opportunity to study the phenomenon of temporality in a systematic way, would have allowed to reflect on different types of processes and their temporal forms. if one looks at this research on revolutions, however, one quickly realizes that this has hardly ever been done. in an early trotskyist critique of States and Social Revolutions Michael Burawoy with some justification accused skocpol of "freezing history" [Burawoy 1989: 769] through the use of Mill's comparative method. How can we make reasonable comparisons at all -so Burawoy asked -when, by using the systematic application of a method, we are dealing with explanatory variables that never are analyzed in their temporal setting and when we are discussing explananda (revolutions) in a way that almost negates the possibility that they might have influenced each other? andrew abbott [1991: 227] -coming from a completely different direction -has made this point as well: "(…) events (…) are not single properties, or simple things, but complex conjunctures in which complex actors encounter complex structures. on this argument, there is never any level at which things are standing still. all is historical. Furthermore, there are no independent causes. since no cause ever acts except in complex conjuncture with others, it is chimerical to imagine the world in terms of independent causal properties acting in and through independent cases. " abbott concluded that this historicity of processes can only be represented in a narrative way which makes systematic comparisons -and here he explicitly included in his critique charles ragin's brilliant work -problematic [1991: 229] .
3. in an instructive and self-critical essay (which, however, is more convincing in its diagnosis of the problem than in its solution), the german social historian Benjamin Ziemann pointed out that his discipline, as practiced in germany, has neglected many interesting topics such as environmental history, women's history, the history of consumption, the history of war and violence, etc. [Ziemann 2003: 19ff.] . This reflects a commitment criticizing neo-realist theory within the discipline of international relations, for example, Mann questions the rationality of decisions made by state-actors. But he is not doing so in order to point to the irrationality of these actors or to the culture-boundedness of their decisions. on the contrary, he is convinced that -due to polymorphous state structures and thus the complexity of the conditions of action -interaction processes in this field almost automatically lead to irrational or at least unintended consequences. to say it in the language of economic theory: Mann reckons with the "bounded rationality" (Herbert simon) of actors, not with the fact that different actors might have different concepts of rationality, not with the fact that within the field of international relations actors could have different imaginations of national power and grandeur. Mann obviously believes that he can stick to such a narrow theory of rationality since he also assumes that the organizational power of ideology has decreased in the 19th and 20th century. such a claim, however, can be criticized for good reasons [cf. Gorski 2006: 118ff.] , because, for example, christianity achieved its largest extension not before the 19th century and because secular religions such as nationalism and Marxism can hardly be made congruent with Mann's thesis. Mann [2006: 345] has at least partially accepted this critique, something which should have consequences, of course, with respect to his thesis of differentiation between ideological, economic, military, and political sources of power.
to the production paradigm, also expressed in rather careless talk of "industrial society" and a concomitant focus especially on the world of wage labour, on social inequality on the business firm etc.).Hans-Ulrich Wehler and Thomas Welskopp, as representatives of an older and younger generation of social historians, have also admitted and criticized these thematic shortcomings [Wehler 2010 [Wehler (1988 Welskopp 1999: 218] . interestingly a very similar neglect of such issues -with the exception of war, of course -can be found within historical sociology. one could argue, in an analogous way to Ziemann's point, that the strong focus of historical sociology on the state has also caused many biases and theoretical reductions -and presumably such a claim would not be entirely wrong. i would like to make a somewhat different argument, however. in my view it is not the thematization of the state itself that has led to such reductions and biases (research topics indeed can always be expanded, complemented, etc.), but rather the application of theoretical instruments (this aforementioned "organizational realism and materialism") within a framework characterized by assumptions close to the theory of social differentiation. to make this point as explicit as possible: Wehler's distinction between economy, politics (domination), and culture is in terms of differentiation theory not so far away -with some significant divergences, of course -from Michael Mann's attempt to distinguish between ideological, economic, political, and military power sources and networks. even if Mann uses this language of differentiation in one way and Wehler in another, neither of them wastes time in thinking through how and where these distinctions between societal spheres (or power sources) have come into being, whether they simply can be assumed as self-evident especially when one compares countries, states, cultures, etc. Barrington Moore's point in Privacy, namely to examine the historically variable genesis of forms of differentiation, has never been taken too seriously within this "second wave" of historical sociology. no wonder, therefore, that although, for example, Theda skocpol in her impressive study on the origins of the american welfare state (Protecting Soldiers and Mothers) enormously emphasized the role of women's movements, her perspective on these movements was above all an organizational one: she basically looked at interests and resources within organizations. The more fundamental question, however, namely how and why peculiar forms of differentiation between, for instance, the private and the public emerged at all, so that feminists and social policy makers could only operate and organize themselves successfully within already drawn boundaries, was hardly ever asked. Thus skocpol's book was at least partly based on assumptions concerning processes of differentiation that were not further analyzed. or -to take another example: philip s. gorski [2003] was one of the few historical sociologists who at a very early date seriously dealt with the topic of religion, in his case with the relationship between religion and state formation in prussia and the netherlands. Within gorski's overall convincing book, however, it seems to be self-evident most of the time what religion and what the political sphere really is. But could one not take a rather different perspective and ask -by following insights of talal asad [2003] -why social and political movements and groups were able at all to impose their particular view of the "secular" and the "religious" and the boundaries between them? asad's thesis indeed rests on the insight that concepts like secularism or religion/religiousity have no fixed content at all but have always been negotiated in specific historical contexts -a point until recently widely neglected in the historical-sociological literature [see, however, starrett 2010; agrama 2010 ]. Would it not be an entirely different perspective to the one preferred by the "second wave" of historical sociologists, if we were to ask who was able to sucessfully use labels like the "secular" or the "religious"? such questions, however, would certainly undermine any attempt to build general models of the interaction between seemingly objective factors like "religion" and "state" in order to explain certain outcomes. Thus, my argument would be that quite a few of the biases and thematic deficits within historical sociology's "second wave" are to be explained by its unquestioned recourse to theories of differentiation -a point that may also apply to social history. 18 Historical sociology in the late 1970s and 1980s began as an attempt to counter the "grand theories", with their often speculative and empirically often unsound models; but, of course, practitioners of historical sociology also had the expectation that the empirical work they were engaged in would create generalized statements, i.e. that one could categorize robust macro processes and then, with the models obtained, influence the theoretical discourse within the discipline of sociology as a whole. it turned out, however, that the original optimism was not justified, something which was quickly spelt out within the well-established research on social revolutions. of course, skocpol's arguments in her 1979 book remained in the centre of the discussion and thus were constantly criticized, refined, and transformed. But that was not the problem! rather more problematic was that again and again new cases popped up -from iran to nicaragua -for which skocpol's explanatory model was hardly plausible: 19 This was so, because in these cases factors like pressures from the international state-system were not visible or at least only present in a different way or because suddenly new (collective) actors emerged, such as the clergy and students who were not important at all in skocpol's model. The consequence of these debates was that a general theory of revolutions (and macro-processes) was further away than ever, as was demonstrated by Jack goldstone in an article published in 2003 that summarizes 25 years of research on revolutions: Here he had to admit that it was almost impossible to make general statements about causes of revolutions, simply because the interaction effects between factors or variables could barely be controlled [2003: 76ff.] . according to him it is at best possible to provide some minimal conditions for successful (social) revolutions. These conditions, however, turn out to be rather trivial so that goldstone's convincing and elegant overview of the state of research on social revolutions ends somewhat disappointingly. to paraphrase goldstone's conclusion:"yes, there was undoubtedly a growth of knowledge, but unfortunately only one which made aware of the complexity of such processes, less one which led to general theories"! This was probably one of the reasons why at least some representatives of a younger generation of historical sociologists decided -here perhaps comparable to the distanciation of cultural historians from the field of social history -to make a U-turn, as can be seen in the anthology by Julia adams, elisabeth s. clemens, and ann shola orloff entitled Remaking Modernity. Politics, History, and Sociology [2005] . since then one could indeed detect a kind of a "third wave" of historical sociology.
However, although many essays are undoubtedly well-written and highly interesting, i have some doubts whether social historians will be able to draw a lot of (theoretical) 18 Thus it is not convincing to me when Benjamin Ziemann suggests that we should draw upon luhmann's oeuvre and especially on his theory of differentiation in order to solve the problems of social history. 19 Here one should immediately add, however, that skocpol herself had always explicitly claimed that her model of "social revolutions" is not one that should be generalized!
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inspiration from this volume -partly because the contributors mainly focused on three rather familiar aspects. Firstly, the editors and most of the authors criticize the suppression of certain topics within traditional historical sociology ("religion, emotion, habit, the arational core of war and state violence ", adams, clemens, orloff [2005a: 23] ) and the fact that it maintained somehow the old dualisms so prominent within modernization theory, although this aspect is not specified in detail [2005a: 21ff.] . it only seems to be clear, that at least some of these problems have to do with the widely used method of systematic comparison [2005a: 8] . second, as pointed out by the editors themselves in their introduction and as readers of the other essays in this volume will quickly learn, it is anything but easy to circumscribe and define this so-called "third wave" of historical sociology. of course, they all would like to distance themselves from their predecessors. But apart from this, can one still find a kind of paradigmatic core of historical sociology and, if so, what might it look like? some of the contributors have positively referred to the theory of pierre Bourdieu as a kind of vanishing point of the volume (at least this is the way how abbott [2006: 346] sees it), but certainly not all 20 so that the problem of coherence is undoubtedly there. Third, the editors themselves point to the danger that too strong a focus on culture and action in this "third wave" might push the necessary analysis of institutions into the background so that the weaknesses of the "second wave" of historical sociology would be reproduced in a kind of mirror image. -all three points addressed in that volume are still on the agenda of anglo-saxon historical sociology. But it is clear -to repeat it once again -that they had, much earlier, been addressed in a similar way in discussions about the status of social history. "nothing new on the Western Front"! is that perhaps the sobering diagnosis? not quite so! at least a few points seem theoretically noteworthy, aspects which are indeed the constructive result of the preceeding comparison between the development of social history and historical sociology. This brings me to the last part of my paper where i will first ask which theoretical moves might be promising within social history, seen against the background of related current debates within historical sociology (a). Having done that, i will deal with the problem of the temporality of events as central to both sub-disciplines (B) before finally saying a few words about the problem of explanation within social history and historical sociology (c).
III.
(a) social historians themselves have made many suggestions in order to remedy shortages and deficits and to counteract theoretical and methodological biases prevalent in their subdiscipline. Three of these proposals should be scrutinized on the background of recent debates in historical and general sociology. in Wehler's more recent texts and in the works of other social historians, we can detect a significant attempt to solve the problem of shortcomings in the understanding of culture by incorporating the theory of pierre Bourdieu. This is a possible move, of course, and proponents of such a proposal might hope that they will have the same success as followers of Bourdieu enjoy right now within sociology. However, in this context one should recall at least two points. Firstly, Bourdieu's theory of social fields has been justly criticized for being based on a model of purposive-rational action, so that questions at the heart of, for instance, Barrington Moore's injustice can hardly be answered ("moral outrage"!). one can, of course, speak of "moral capital" as has been done by Michèle lamont in order to balance the one-sidedness of Bourdieu's theory and to cure his blindness with respect to moral issues. However, it seems questionable whether the mere emphasis on the drawing of moral boundaries really grasps all those aspects normally addressed when we deal with questions of morality. This becomes obvious if one contrasts lamont's Money, Morals & Manner [1992] with, for example, viviana a. Zelizer's The Social Meaning of Money [1994] : Zelizer provides an enormously rich phenomenological description of the processes of moral attribution to an abstract and impersonal entity such as money, processes that hardly could be understood by just using lamont's central Bourdieusian argument that by invoking morals social actors basically are drawing social boundaries. looking back at the development of social history one might ask whether the plausibility of the recourse especially to Bourdieu's theory -to be seen in studies by, for instance, andreas grießinger in the 1980s and Ute Frevert in the early 1990s (see p. 12 above) -was due to the fact that, by using Bourdieu's theory in order to focus on phenomena such as honor, one could still stick to the purposive-rational model of action and to a concept of (socio-economic) "interests" that has always been at the heart of social history, even before the so-called cultural turn. -secondly, from the perspective of sociology it is simply odd to witness a historian's love affair with a theorist whose contribution to a theory of social change was rather limited and who certainly -due to the whole design of his theory -always had enormous difficulties in theorizing social change apart from shifts within certain social and cultural fields caused by the continuous struggle for distinction. 21 in this context one should emphasize that prominent authors who have been and still are rather marginal to the "second wave" of historical sociology (next to sewell one might refer to, for example, richard Biernacki or andrew abbott) are highly critical of Bourdieu, exactly because the analysis of different types of processes, an aim once seen as the central task of historical sociology, is certainly not facilitated by a recourse to Bourdieus's theory [Biernacki 2005: 90; Abbott 2006: 346] . 22 From the field of social history came another proposal as well, one made by Benjamin Ziemann who argued that in order to overcome the limits of the production paradigm one should use building blocks of luhmann's systems theory. i'm not sure if this last step will be particularly fruitful. For although it may well be that the "old" social history -as claimed by Ziemann -was built without any further reflection on the concept of 'industrial society' (see p. 20 above) [2003: 23ff.] , i have my doubts whether the concept of "functional differentiation" and the luhmannian talk of a "world society" emerged in a more reflexive context. right now the most fruitful studies currently using these terms are those which are interested in empirically investigating phenomena of differentiation and not 21 This was the criticism of sewell [2005: 139] . 22 attempts have been made to reform the conceptual framework of historical sociology convincing with the help of Bourdieu's theory. on the whole, i do not find them convincing; see the somewhat disappointing anthology by steinmetz [1999] . -one should add here that in the last decades the Bourdieu school in France has been weakened; some prominent students of Bourdieu tried to escape the orbit of their master with the argument that Bourdieu's whole theoretical edifice has led to a problematic neglect of the situation and the agency of actors therein, cf., for example, Boltanski [2010: 38ff.] .
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those that assume the undeniable existence of functional differentiation. 23 This also means that the theoretical edifice of a "world society" which, at least in luhmann's theory, owes its existence to a purely logical conclusion from the premise of geographically unbounded functional systems, stands on shakier grounds than is often assumed. From the fields of cultural [see Daniel 2010 [see Daniel (1993 : 409] and social history [see Welskopp 1998: 179] came, at the same time, the call for a stronger focus on action theory. in this respect anthony giddens' structuration theory was highly recommended -to my mind a plausible proposal not only because a recourse to giddens allows the necessary critique of the concept of "society, " but also because giddens' action-theoretical approach avoids this strange dichotomy between the social and the cultural, between social and cultural history. The recourse to giddens, as recommended by daniel and Welskopp, occurs only in a rather restricted way, however, and this brings me to my next major point.
(B) in his major theoretical work, The Constitution of Society, giddens sharply criticized the many overt and covert evolutionist assumptions within sociology. if i see it correctly, the plea for an "episodic history" to be found in this work has rarely been positively acknowledged, perhaps because the statements there were very short and also anything but clear [1984: 244 ff.] . But, in fact, giddens' emphasis on world-historical linkages ("world time"), on contingent developmental trends and sudden breaks within developmental paths, on the difficulties of historical explanation in the face of such complexities and contingencies etc., was according to my opinion and despite some weaknesses in the argument, quite forward-looking. This can be seen if one reviews current debates within historical sociology. They suggest that many of the traditional concepts (those inherited from the sociological founding fathers), created in order to grasp supposedly long-term historical processes, are now hardly considered viable. This impression was already characteristic of the "second wave" and even stronger in the "third wave" of historical sociology. The concept of secularization came under heavy fire, "individualization" is defined rather differently in different national sociologies, and it is still unclear what sociologists exactly mean when they talk about processes of "industrialization", 24 "bureaucratization" etc. all these processes are obviously much more variable than has been assumed by Max Weber and others. and if it is true that in Max Weber's writings one can find at least 16 different meanings of the word "rational" and thus at least 16 different meanings of "rationalization" [Brubaker 1984: 2] , then one might ask how many processual terms remain intact at all, or can at least be used and applied in a meaningful way. one should take that question seriously and not fall into the trap of the somewhat facile counter-argument, namely that the sociological classics -and Weber in the first place -had only ideal-types in mind, talked only about ideal-typical processes [Bühl 2003: 146ff.] . This is certainly true but doesn't solve the problem because sociologists without much ado rather quickly turn ideal-types into real-types. exactly this was, early on, highlighted at the paradigmatic edges of historical sociology by authors such as andrew abbott, currently probably the most brilliant methodologist of sociology [see, for example, Abbott 2002] . in two articles already published in 1983 and 1984, he questioned the seemingly self-evident premises of the models of event-sequences so frequently used within (historical) sociology, asked how processes can be narrated at all, reflected upon the problem of appropriate units to be used in models of social processes, and tried to find out what happens if social orders with different temporalities interact [Abott 1983; . The whole problematique has not been much discussed in the subsequent period, however. and this is true with respect to historical sociology and social history because otherwise Jürgen osterhammel's almost desperate plea (in his 2006 article mentioned above) for the search of more "fine-grained process terms" and for the thorough analysis of processual concepts such as "cycles", "repetitive structures", "path dependency", "mechanisms" would have been superfluous [Osterhammel 2006: 98 ff.; trans. W. K.] .
two brief remarks in this context: i believe that some of the terms evoked by osterhammel in 2006 have in the meantime disappointed the high hopes which they originally had aroused: Here i refer mainly to "path dependency" and "mechanisms". With respect to the latter one has probably to say that at least within sociology the fashionable recent talk of "mechanisms" meets with growing scepticism, because it remains quite unclear how "mechanisms" found in the real world (and thus in specific cultural and temporal contexts) could be generalized at all. 25 such a belief in generalizability would only be justified if one assumes the repeatability of situations and especially continuously purposive-rational behaviour of the actors involved. But such assumptions -i think -are not common-sensical among historians. -With respect to "path dependency" a different problem arises, oneusing a reversal of a phrase used by osterhammel -to be described this way: osterhammel calls the theorem of "path dependency" a "trojan Horse" which had been introduced into the rather ahistorical science of economics in order to smuggle in a "minimum of historical thinking" [Osterhammel 2006: 99; trans. W. K.] . However, one could also claim that the enthusiasm for "path dependency" in the neighboring disciplines of economics distracts from what these historically oriented disciplines currently need, namely a greater awareness and sensitivity to the analysis of different processes! it is undoubtedly true that the theorem of "path dependency" deals with events and thus assumes the possibility of a sudden breakdown of structures so that the much-criticized structural determinism of the systematic social sciences seems to be left behind. This, however, is not the whole story, because theoretical descriptions of historical reality based on this theorem use a strange dual ontology: on the one hand there is the ontology of the unique and contingent event (which triggers a process), on the other hand there is the ontology of long-lasting, stable, and anything but contingent process structures, i. e. the ontology of trajectories. 26 summing it all up one can claim that osterhammel's diagnosis regarding the lack of a thematization of temporality is still valid. if one wants to correct this neglect, then -and here i come back to the first point of this section -studies such as andrew abbott's The System of Professions are more interesting and inspiring than Bourdieu's The Rules of Art.
cultural historians have accused both social history and a historically oriented social science in general of a rather rigid adherence to the methodology of comparison, and thus to a meanwhile rather obsolete understanding of scientific "explanation". of course, the defendants were not prepared to confess. But with respect to comparative methods one at least must admit that social historians and social scientists indeed have been listening and now acknowledge the methodological problems created by the undeniable existence of cultural transfers [Kocka 2002: 37] . Thus the once heated debate on this topic has somewhat lost momentum. -The situation is more complex with respect to the problem of "explanation" and "causality", however, since the arguments used are often based on shaky premises. The argument i would like to make is that a "will to explain" certainly can and should not be used as a criterion to distinguish social from cultural history -a point often misunderstood! to get things right, it is worth mentioning at least two observations related to each other: First, it is wrong to claim that the category of causality -which, for example, has been denounced as an "old european" concept by niklas luhmann -is really obsolete. it was certainly not luhmann alone who tried to get rid of it; an early attempt can already be seen in the work of ernst cassirer (one of the reference authors of cultural historians, by the way!), namely in his Substanzbegriff und Funktionsbegriff [2000 Funktionsbegriff [ (1910 , a book luhmann [1991: 72] positively referred to when discussing the concept of causality. cassirer wanted to replace the term "causality" with the term "function" -and here he was in good company at least with some of his contemporaries: it was Bertrand russell who predicted that science would increasingly abandon the concept of cause and deal instead with functional correlations. russell's prediction was based on the assumption that causal statements are always nomological claims as well, i.e. he believed that talking of "causality" would logically require recourse to law-like statements. -But this was indeed a very specific and rather narrow understanding of "causality" as can be seen particularly in current debates within anglo-american (not really "old european"!) philosophy in which in recent years an amazing return of the category of "causality" has been observed. 27 There the link between laws on the one side and "causality" and "explanation" on the other is not considered self-evident at all, and explanation is considered as possible without general laws (something long ago argued forcefully by Max Weber). if that is so, then social history indeed would do well not to give up its search for causal explanation. The question, of course, is how "explanation" then has to be understood. and this is a serious question, to be sure! Whatever the answer will be, however, it should be clear that social historians (and historical sociologists as well, of course) should not be worried by accusations that themselves are based on a dubious concept of causal explanation. second, andrew abbott, to return again to this important figure of historical sociology, has encouraged the social sciences to accept a broad understanding of explanation by distinguishing between syntactic, pragmatic and semantic statements [Abbott 2004: 3ff.] . For the historically-oriented disciplines primarily the syntactic and semantic models of explanations are important. syntactic explanations 28 build upon a meaning of causality as used in everyday language: temporal relationships are created assuming that the earlier event causes the later phenomenon. This is the case in the famous Hempel-oppenheim scheme and -albeit at a much less abstract level -in historical narratives. such a syntactic model of explanation is mostly very elegant; it usually focuses "on the logical pattern of an account, on the way its parts are put together" [2004: 12] . But obviously not everybody is satisfied with such a way to explain. and here semantic explanations could come in. They translate and make a phenomenon plausible by reference to another one. such a type of explanation is typical -on a very concrete level -for ethnographic accounts, as an example from sociology shows: in Distinction Bourdieu tries to demonstrate that differences in taste in reality only express differences in social class. note that this translation process and thus the semantic explanation is made and achieved at the price that such statements are usually very static. But it is a reasonably explanation nevertheless; one, however, that obviously differs massively from a syntactic model. -abbott's (and my) point here is that historical sociology as well as social history should be tolerant with respect to each type of explanation. it would not be wise to insist on only one explanatory model, precisely because each model has its shortcomings. This insight should help to see the once so heated discussion between social and cultural history in a somewhat calmer light (which is perhaps already happening anyway) and to oblige both parties to clarify what they exactly do when they give accounts, when they explain. in addition, abbott's claim about a plurality of types of explanation should be the starting point to reflect upon the question whether after all these "turns" within the humanities (and the "cultural" turn is only one among many others) a really new epistemological situation has emerged. if one takes abbott's position seriously, then there are some good reasons to doubt that! it is not that the epistemological situation has changed, it is more that we still often lack the theoretical means to understand a complex situation.
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